VOLARE RISTORANTE
*ALL DESSERTS AND PASTRIES CRAFTED IN HOUSE BY EXECUTIVE CHEF JOSHUA MOORE AND
ASSISTANT PASTRY CHEF KHENDRA L. TAYLOR

TIRAMISU
Lady fingers soaked in espresso and layered with a sweet mascarpone Frangelico cream.
Served with crème anglaise, fresh berries and dusted with cocoa powder … 9

CANNOLI
Three La Rossa’s Cannoli shells, one dipped in chocolate, filled with sweet ricotta, chocolate chips,
and candied fruit filling, then capped with toasted pistachio. Served with fresh berries … 8

VANILLA BEAN PANNA COTTA
Classic Italian eggless custard flavored with vanilla beans, topped with fresh berries,
Macerated in sweet balsamic vinegar and dusted with confectioner’s sugar … 9

FLOURLESS CHOCOLATE CAKE
Bittersweet chocolate, butter, and Orchata Cinnamon Cream Rum cake. Served with
house made saffron gelato and fresh berries… 9

HEATH CHEESECAKE
Creamy vanilla cheesecake and crushed Heath toffee in an Oreo cookie crust served
with crème anglaise and fresh berries … 9

CRÈME BRULEE DI GIORNO
Traditional style crème brulee flavored daily per Chef’s whim … 8

BOURBON BALL GELATO
House made vanilla bean gelato with bittersweet chocolate, bourbon, and pecan praline … 7

Ask about today’s selection of Gelatos, Sorbetti, and Ice Creams … 7

AFTER DINNER
~PORT /SHERRY ~
ALVEAR PEDRO XIMENEZ DE ANADA 2013
Robert Parker 93 Pts. Rich, full-bodied wine with balanced sweetness, notes of maple syrup and honeysuckle…15

ALVEAR P.X. SOLERA SHERRY 1927

Robert Parker 96 Pts. Dark amber, viscous and dense, with maple syrup, candied fruit, vanilla, and nuts…18

CROFT VINTAGE 2000

Robert Parker 93 Pts. Big and rich ruby with notes of cherries, vanilla, and black plum balanced by tannic structure…20

FONSECA BIN 27

Lucid dark ruby color, the Bin 27 has a sweet nose of raisin and fig, complemented by copious dark cherry and black plum…10

HEITZ CELLARS “INK GRADE” NAPA VALLEY PORT
Dark berry flavors with smooth notes of honey.…15

KOPKE 10 YEAR TAWNY

A well-structured and balanced Tawny Port, with notes of baking spice, almond, and chocolate…11

KOPKE COLHEITA 1995

Terrific balance, dried fruit, spice, hickory nut, and a lingering finish… 17

TAYLOR FLADGATE 20 YEAR TAWNY

Wine Enthusiast 93 Pts. Notes of dried apricot and fig, with spice, toffee, and a creamy finish…16

TAYLOR FLADGATE LATE BOTTLE VINTAGE 2009
Full-bodied, with jammy fruit and berries, and hints of vanilla and walnut…14

TAYLOR FLADGATE VINTAGE 2009
Wine Spectator 97 Pts. Full tannins, with dark fruit (currant and blackberry), and notes of incense and Asian spice…25

~DESSERT WINES ~
MICHELE CHIARLO “NIVOLE” MUSCATO D’ASTI 2013 (Piedmont, It)
Light, slightly sparkling, with flavors of apricot and tropical fruits...14

FATTORI “MOTTO PIANE” RECIOTO SOAVE DOC (Veneto, It)
Wine Enthusiast 91 Pts. Intense and complex, with ripe fruit, herbs, and almonds…18

VILLA CALCINAIA VIN SANTO DEL CHIANTI CLASSICO 2006 (Tuscany, It)
Amber color with flavors of butterscotch, brown sugar and almonds…18

~COGNAC~
COURVOISIER XO…28
HENNESSEY PRIVILEGE VSOP ... 18
HENNESSEY XO…42
PIERRE FERRAND 1840… 12
REMY MARTIN VSOP …16
REMY MARTIN 1738 ACCORD ROYAL…20
REMY MARTIN XO EXCELLANCE… 35

~GRAPPA~
ARAUJO ESTATE (Napa, Ca.)…18
NONINO CHARDONNAY…18

~CORDIALS/LIQUERS~
VIEUX PONTARLIER ABSINTHE
A truly authentic premium French Absinthe, with earthy notes, mint, and wormwood…

LUXARDO SAMBUCA DEI CESARI
Traditional Italian anise liqueur. Clear, pure, with good viscosity…

SAMBUCA ROMANA BLACK
A higher-proof and slightly less sugary version of Sambuca…

15

8

8

GIFFARD CREME DE MURE
A superb French blackberry liqueur, featuring an incredible purity of flavor…9

STREGA
A complex Italian herbal liqueur made from over 70 different botanicals, including saffron, mint, and fennel…9

LUXARDO AMARETTO
A truly authentic Amaretto from the Luxardo family, featuring outstanding purity and balance of flavor…

9

GALLIANO
A traditional Italian herbal liqueur with flavors of vanilla, citrus, star anise, and ginger…9

GALLIANO RISTRETTO
A powerful and well-balanced espresso liqueur from Italy…9

TUACA
An Italian-inspired vanilla and citrus liqueur, produced in Louisville…9

RIVULET
A Louisville produced pecan liqueur made from a brandy base. Rich, sweet, with very clean pecan flavor…9

NUX ALPINA
A very expressive walnut liqueur from the Austrian Alps, infused with vanilla bean and spices…9

DUMANTE
A Louisville-produced Pistachio liqueur…10

FRANGELICO
Classic hazelnut liqueur from Italy

…9

BENEDICTINE
A complex French herbal liqueur, produced continuously from a secret recipe for over 500 years…10

BORDUCAN
A family-produced Italian orange liqueur, infused with saffron. Pure, intense flavor…10

COINTREAU
The classic premium French Triple Sec, infused with bitter orange peels…11

GRAND MARNIER
A rich, cognac-based orange liqueur, lush and powerful…

12

GRAND MARNIER CENTENNAIRE
Originally released to honor the liqueur’s 100th anniversary, featuring fine cognacs up to 25 years old…25

SOLERNO BLOOD ORANGE LIQUEUR
A fragrant Sicilian liqueur, infused with whole blood oranges and lemon peel…10

GREEN CHARTREUSE

Perhaps the greatest of all French herbal liqueurs, made with over 130 botanicals. Sweet, complex, and intensely
fragrant…14

YELLOW CHARTREUSE
A milder, slightly sweeter version of the classic Green Chartreuse…12

~Amari ~
AVERNA

A rich, moderately bitter amaro from Sicily, with notes of spice, citrus, caramel, and bitter herbs…8

CAMPARI

One of the most familiar amari from Italy, Campari features and bright bitter orange flavor, with hints of spice…8

CYNAR

Made from artichokes, Cynar features an intense herbal bitterness, and lingering finish…8

FERNET BRANCA

One of the bitterest amari on the market, Fernet is intense with clean mint and anise flavors…9

NONINO QUINTESSIA

From the famous Friulian grappa makers, Nonino’s amaro is profoundly complex and intense…12

ZUCCA RUBARBARA

An extremely rich amaro, made from roasted rhubarb, and featuring a deep smoky, meaty character…8

